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Global Navigation
The new Global Navigation feature refers to the set of links 
that appears at the very top right of the Blackboard Learn 
frame.

This set of links has been streamlined and becomes the entry 
point to My Blackboard and social learning tools. Access 
points to critical academic 
information are organized in one 
place to provide a consistent, quick, 
and easy way to find information.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_aZCVQYSj0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_aZCVQYSj0


Global Navigation

BB Home - section provides you with a snapshot of what 
is happing for that particular day in your course.
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Global Navigation
Posts - section provides you with current postings your 
students may have completed.
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Global Navigation
Updates - section provides you with current updates on 
items students may have completed.
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Global Navigation
My Grades - This section provides students a quick view 
of what they have completed and what their grade was for 
a particular course. 
*If teachers are enrolled in a course, they would see the 
same view for completing a test or quiz.
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Global Navigation

Retention Center - Provides a quick alert on students 
progress in Blackboard items.
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Global Navigation

Calendar - Provides a quick view on calendar items in 
Blackboard.
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Discussion Board
With this enhancement, Bb has thoroughly revamped the look and feel of 
this tool. The first thing you’ll notice are the large avatars or profile 
pictures, so it’s a lot easier to identify students. 
And now you can see all threads on one page.
Here is a short tutorial on the enhancements of Discussion Board

Students can create an 
avatar or place their 
picture to make it easier 
to identify them quickly.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObKS6_DB_nI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObKS6_DB_nI


Discussion Board
Something you’ll all like is this new post first feature. If used, this will 
force students to write their own posts before seeing what their peers 
have written to encourage critical and original thinking.
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Discussion Board
If used, this will force students to write their own posts before seeing 
what their peers have written to encourage critical and original thinking.

Students will 
now be
able to see 
the topic
description as 
they 
respond to the 
topic
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Calendar
The new Calendar display consolidates the view of all course, organization, 
and personal calendar information for a user. If a course item has a due date, 
the date appears on the calendar. Easy drag and drop for the instructor to 
move a due date. Course items with due dates automatically appear in the 
course calendar. Only instructors may create course calendar events. 

Access from the new My Blackboard ~OR~ Course Tools Button → Calendar

Due Dates on an assignments automatically show on the calendar and can be 
changed by drag & drop

Students and faculty can see ALL their due dates in one central location 
across classes.

Export to Google!

Here is another short tutorial on the improved Calendar
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaZBBDKvSMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaZBBDKvSMc


Calendar
The new Calendar display consolidates the view of all courses you teach. 

When creating an event, you now are able to adjust the dates and times

Consolidate your 
course items into this 
easy-to-use calendar. 
Add events, drag and 
drop to change due 
dates, input course 
reminders.
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Retention Center
The brand new Retention Center provides an easy-to-use data 
visualization and pre-configured rules for identifying at-risk 
students in a course. Because it requires no set up on the part of 
the tutor or administrator, it automatically calls out students who 
may need the tutor’s attention, making it easy for tutors to catch 
and respond to risk factors quickly, while there is time to help 
the at-risk students succeed in the course.
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Retention Center
You are able to customize your 
retention center items, however there 
are a few items that are included by 
default.
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Inline Assignment 
Grading

Inline Assignment Grading is a revision to the workflow for grading 
submissions via the Assignment tool. Here is a short video tutorial
Now instead of downloading the files that you need to view, edit and 
grade, you can view the Word, Excel, PPT docs or PDFs “inline” within 
your Bb course.   
Instead of downloading student-submitted files to view or edit, you will 
now be able to view student-submitted files “inline,” i.e. in the web 
browser, without requiring any plugins, applets, or client-side 
applications.
Additionally, annotations tools will be made available as part of the inline 
viewer, enabling teachers to provide feedback – comments, highlights, 
and even drawing/annotation – directly on the inline view of the 
document.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3X9Rerz0VX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3X9Rerz0VX0


Inline Assignment 
Grading

An example of a page marked up, by the instructor
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Test Enhancements
New settings have been added to to 
Test and Survey Options page, 
available only after the test is added to 
a content area, called Test Availability 
Exceptions. The new settings allow 
instructors to select one or more groups 
of students and make a number of 
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Test Enhancements
Test results and feedback are available to students after they complete 
a test. Instructors can set the release of progressive feedback to keep 
test results secure and prevent cheating by setting up rules. Rules 
occur in the order they appear.

New Section on
making results 
available to students
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Test Enhancements
New Section on making results available to students...
For example, you can choose After Submission to present Score, All 
Answers, Correct, Submitted, Feedback and Show Incorrect Answers 
to show students their scores along with all answer options. 

Rule #1

Rule #2
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Student view of Test
Here is what the student views from the Calendar and after submitting 
a test. From the Calendar, students can go directly to the test.

If students are allowed multiple 
attempts, they will see the screen with 
options to go back to the course, view 
attempts, or start another attempt.
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Content Editor
The content editor allows you to add and format text, insert equations 
and hyperlinks, tables, and attach different types of files to content. 
The editor appears throughout the system as the default editor.
Here is a link to a short introduction to Content Editor

Preview mode

Help with 
text icons Switch to a 

full screen 
view
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http://youtu.be/pQYEQ2ieT-o
http://youtu.be/pQYEQ2ieT-o


Content Editor
Simple Mode
The simple mode contains a minimal set of the most used text formatting 
functions. Click the show more (  ) function—represented by two down 
pointing arrows—to access more editor functions. To learn more, see 
Simple Content Editor Features.
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https://help.blackboard.com/en-us/Learn/9.1_SP_12_and_SP_13/Instructor/030_Blackboard_Learn_Environment/010_Working_with_Text/000_Using_the_Content_Editor%23simple_content_editor_features
https://help.blackboard.com/en-us/Learn/9.1_SP_12_and_SP_13/Instructor/030_Blackboard_Learn_Environment/010_Working_with_Text/000_Using_the_Content_Editor%23simple_content_editor_features


Content Editor
Advanced Mode
The advanced mode includes every available formatting and object 
attachment function. Click the show less (  ) function—represented by two 
up pointing arrows—to view only one row of functions. To learn more, see 
Advanced Content Editor Features.
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https://help.blackboard.com/en-us/Learn/9.1_SP_12_and_SP_13/Instructor/030_Blackboard_Learn_Environment/010_Working_with_Text/000_Using_the_Content_Editor%23advanced_content_editor_features
https://help.blackboard.com/en-us/Learn/9.1_SP_12_and_SP_13/Instructor/030_Blackboard_Learn_Environment/010_Working_with_Text/000_Using_the_Content_Editor%23advanced_content_editor_features


Content Editor
Using the Math Editor
The math editor delivered within the content editor provides an 
interface for creating and managing math formulas in your course.
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Video Everywhere
The content editor allows you to add and format text, insert equations 
and hyperlinks, tables, and attach different types of files to content. 
The editor appears throughout the system as the default editor.
Another tool included in the Content Editor is Video Everywhere.
This new tool allows you and your students to include videos which 
you can record and embed in assignments, test questions, and as 
responses from students.
Here is a link to a Introduction to Video Everywhere
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=glYGzdxw-mM%23at=72
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=glYGzdxw-mM%23at=72


1. Create an item, or anything other item that will use the Content 
Editor to create or add text information.

Video Everywhere
Here are the steps to using this new tool in the Content Editor section:

3. Login to your YouTube account
and agree to grant access after 
reading the terms.

2. Select the Video Everywhere icon (    )
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Video Everywhere
4. Either create your own video or 
browse for the video you want to 
include in this item.

5. Begin your 
screencast video 
of yourself to 
use for 
instructions, 
guidance on an 
assignment, 
project, quiz or 
test.
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Video Everywhere
5a. You also have a choice of browsing for 
videos you have created or want to include 
into this item, assignment, test, or quiz.

6. Adjust the video size and either play or 
create a thumbnail
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Video Everywhere
6. When you have completed your content 
information and adjusted the video, you will see 
a yellow box indicating that your video is 
included. 

7. After you submit this item, you will see 
the video embedded into your item. 
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Item Analysis
The new Item Analysis provides statistics on overall test performance 
and on individual test questions. This data helps faculty recognize 
questions that might not adequately discriminate between students 
who understand the material and those who do not. Faculty can use 
this information to improve questions for future tests or to adjust 
marks on current attempts. Ineffective or misleading questions are 
identified easily, corrected in the Test Canvas, and are re-graded 
automatically.

It is available in the contextual menu for a:
• Test deployed in a content area.
• Deployed test listed on the Tests page.
• Grade Center column.

Here is a short video tutorial on Item Analysis.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_ZeyX2yJfFU%23at=65
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_ZeyX2yJfFU%23at=65


Item Analysis
To access an Item 
Analysis on a test or quiz, 
you could go into Grade 
Center and select the 
down arrows next to the 
test/quiz. Then click on 
Item Analysis

The next window will show the test/quiz you want to run the analysis on...select Run
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Item Analysis
You are now able to view all the statistics for that particular test/quiz based on all 
student attempts. You can even go back in and adjust question responses or delete 
questions, and the test will be automatically regraded for you.
If you select the information icon (     ), you will see information about that particular 
aspect of the test/quiz.  ***This does not apply to Surveys***
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Mahalo for learning more 
about the improved 

Blackboard LMS for your 
course.

qIf you have any further questions, you 
can contact me (Tim Freitas) 
tifreita@ksbe.edu, or your support ITS 
person for more information.
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mailto:tifreita@ksbe.edu
mailto:tifreita@ksbe.edu

